nasscom pegs bpm income at 55 bn by 2025 the economic times - bengaluru industry body nasscom has shifted the revenue projection for india’s business process management bpm sector to 50 55 billion by 2025 from . nasscom pegs it bpm exports growth rate at 7 8 for fy17 . nasscom pegs it bpm exports growth rate at 7 8 for fy17 18 the guidance numbers that are usually out in the month of february were deferred to the first . nasscom targets 50 billion in revenue from bpo sector by - mumbai india’s information technology industry body nasscom has set a goal of achieving 50 billion rs 3 lakh crore in revenue from the business process , nasscom times of india - latest nasscom news photos blogposts videos and wallpapers explore nasscom profile at times of india , technology sector is the second largest employer of women - technology sector is the second largest employer of women nasscom the report aims to determine and understand the differences in participation rates , shortage of skilled it workforce looms over india nasscom - the national association of software and services companies nasscom is the apex body representing the country’s it and business process management bpm . nasscom hires us lobbyist for h 1b issue times of india - india business news abraham chairman and ceo of strategic consulting firm the abraham group has worked in the us government for over 30 years in energy , business process management news latest business process - etcio com brings latest business process management news views and updates from all top sources for the indian it industry , information technology in india wikipedia - information technology in india is an industry consisting of two major components it services and business process outsourcing bpo the sector has increased its , nasscom international sme conclave nisc 2019 - nasscom is the apex body for the 154 billion dollar it bpm industry in india that has made a phenomenal contribution to the country’s gdp exports employment , data security council of india dsci - dsci is a not for profit industry body on data protection in india setup by nasscom it makes cyberspace safe secure and trusted by establishing best practices , page 7 of 13 news stories by neha alawadhi et cio - latest stories by neha alawadhi neha alawadhi writes for etcio com and gives views updates on the indian it industry , nasscom signs agreement with local chinese government to - nasscom signs agreement with local chinese government to push for ai the agreement was signed at dalian on the sidelines of the first india china dalian , investment promotion and facilitation agency invest india - invest india is the national investment promotion and facilitation agency that helps investors looking for investment opportunities and options in india , bpm business process management wns com - wns team is experienced in bpm business process management to improve streamline their processes they are expert in cloud business process management services too , awards recognitions hcl technologies - conferred with nasscom customer excellence award hcl business services has been conferred with nasscom customer excellence awards 2017 in return on , our leadership etech global services - dilip barot is the founder and chairman of etech in this role mr barot uses his vast experience as an entrepreneur to establish the strategic direction of the , status check does budget 2014 meet sme expectations - status check does budget 2014 meet sme expectations captured in firstbiz greyhound sme survey